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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper was suggested by the dual
experience of the writer who taught four years in the primary
grades and simultaneously devoted much of her free time to
working with youth organizations* She was disturbed in her
teaching to realize how inadequately the school program was
prepared to meet the needs of the occasional superior child
whose educational needs were very different from those of the
majority of the class. In her youth work she was disturbed to
find how few Jjoung people were able to mobilize their resources
and organize their time for creative leadership.
The field is vast and the possibilities are tremendous
for developing the best in superior pupils. The writer can
hope only to add her bit In the way of a few specific
suggestions to help the busy classroom teacher guide the
superior pupil in an enrichment program designed to develop the
best in the pupil and at the same time to help the pupil to
use his information and ability to help others.
I
The material has oeen prepared specifically to supple-
ment the units of the second grade readers, Friends and
Neighbors !/ and More Friends and Neighbors 2/.
1/ Gray, William S. and May Hill Arbuthnot, Friends
and Neighbors
.
Curriculum Foundation Series II, (Scott Fbresman
and Company, 1941)
2/ Gray, W. S. and M. H. Arbuthnot, More Friends and
Neighbors
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CHAPTER I
THE NEED FOR THIS MATERIAL
This chapter will discuss the value to society of
trained, intelligent leaders, the terrible deficiency of the
average program in preparing the bright child for life, and the
real possibilities of a program designed to guide the superior
student to better personal development and social usefulness.
Writer after writer attests to the unusual ability of
the gifted child to see deeper meanings behind things, people,
and events, and to form from the experience of yesterday and
today a pattern to guide the present and the future. In a
world crying for intelligent and patient leadership, teachers
have a moral obligation to meet the special needs of the bright
child. Adams and Brown point out, "A curriculum which may
explore the Interests and capacities of one child may reveal
little to another. Studies of genius and biographies of great
men show how frequently the bright pupil has been hampered or
made unhappy in his development by an indiscriminate course of
study or its manner of presentation.” 1/ Essentially the
difference need be one not of subject matter but of methods.
Cobb has expressed it succinctly, . . it is the quality of
genius to accomplish miracles without strain when freely
expressing innate gifts and powers, but to show enervation
1/ Adams, F. and W. Brown, Teachlnp; the Bright Pupil .
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2when forced to follow a routine or regimentation to which it
has aversion. As education, and the public, come to realize
that in gifted children lie practically the leadership of the'
coming generation, it will appear the most socially economic
fallacy to neglect their fullest educational cultivation. And
this means individual cultivation, for you cannot successfully
regiment the gifted child." 1/ ”The bright child," writes
Miss O’Shea, "except for a few special classes for the gifted,
has had to adjust himself to the best of his ability in the
ordinary mold of life and either forge ahead on his own
Initiative and personal appeal or falter along because of some
stumbling block or lack of proper guidance. A majority of
these children being enthusiastic, responsive, conscientious,
courteous, and self-controlled belong to the former group and
gain for themselves a scheme of success and happiness. » The
latter, however, are among the group who become bored with
the ordinary school routine and drill, and become lazy,
indifferent, restless, uncontrolled, and occasionally delin-
quent." 2/ The present writer feels that the teacher has
a responsibility not only to correct the difficulties of the
latter group, but to provide a positive program which will
develop the bright child to his fullest capabilities.
1/ Cobb, Stanwood, The New Leaven
.
(The John Day
Company, New York, 1928), p. 88.
2/ O'Shea, Cecilia A., "A Comparative Study of 100
Successful or Unsuccessful Very Superior Children", (Unpublishec
service paper, Boston University, 1944), pp, 5-6.
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3In fact, the average school program is so set up that it
not only falls to provide for the superior child's full develop-
ment, but tries to hold the child back. Osbum and Rohan say,
"We are told the gifted child is better able to take care of
himself than anyone else. He will learn in spite of a teacher.
So why write about him? Granted that they can learn without
help, the fact remains they are not left to themselves. They
are not allowed to remain out of school as was Lincoln, and
educate themselves without a teacher. Worse still they are not
allowed to learn in spite of a teacher. In the ordinary
school the rule for the gifted child is, 'This much shall you
learn and no more*." 1/ Such a program, besides wasting time,
develops bad habits of laziness, inefficient study, and
superficiality
.
While we should be concerned about scholastic achieve-
ment, for as Terman's study of a group of children with 150 IQ
indicates, the bright child is generally about 10^ below the
achievement level that could be expected for his mental age 2/,
the writer is even more concerned with developing among
superior children what Dr. Hbllingworth refers to as "social
intelligence". She says, "Vifhat has been termed 'social
intelligence' is no doubt merely a certain fortunate combination
1/ Osburn, W. J. and B. J. Rohan, Enriching the Curri-
culum for Gifted Children
.
(MacMillan Company, New York, 1931 )p 3
2/ Terman, L. M., Genetic Studies of Genius . Vol. I,
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4of temperamental and physical traits, with an optimum amount of
intelligence." 1/ Adams and Brown stress the importance of
this social ability, "With no group is it more important to
develop fine ideals and attitudes than with the future leaders
of our democracy. It is, of course, not assumed that all
future leaders are rapid-group pupils. Frequently individuals
in the average and slow groups may possess social qualities
greatly superior to those possessed by children with keener
intellects. In a popular democracy such as ours, socially
accelerated individuals may and frequently do, dominate." 2/
Although Dr. Hollingworth ' s findings indicate that the leaders
In a class of average Intelligence are most apt to be found
in the 115 to 130 IQ, range 3/» there would seem to be a good
chance to Improve the social intelligence of gifted children
with a program which Instead of virtually ostracizing the
bright child with an independent study program, would give him
the opportunity to work closely with the class, to learn to
translate ideas and present them to average children, and to
realize his responsibility to contribute to the welfare and
knowledge of the class. Although the popular mind pictures
the bright child as a very bookish person. Witty, in his study
of one hundred gifted children found, that only 8^ eschewed play,
1/ Hollingworth, Leta, G-ifted Children, Their Nature
and Nurture, (The MacMillan Comoany. New York, 1926), d. 131.
2/ Adams and Brown, 0£. clt
.
3/ Hollingworth. on. clt., pp. 131-2
V
4/ Witty, Paul, "A Study of One Hundred Gifted Children",
State Teachers College Studies in Education, Vol. I. No. 13.
(fmporla, Kansas, 1940)
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Of course, sociability must not be forced on a retiring persona-
'lity, but the skillful teacher can often provide social exchange
situations acceptable to even the most reserved child.
j
Some schools have attempted to solve the problem of the
gifted child by rapid promotion. In some cases where the child
is socially and physically above his chronological age, a year's
h acceleration may not do much harm, but Hatch concludes, "that
jilt has been proven unwise to push the gifted child rapidly
:
through the grades whereby he may become socially unable to




work a little more difficult, rapid promotion does not solve
the real problem which is encouraging the gifted child to use
his special abilities.
In one very significant paragraph Gray has perfectly
described the possibilities of the type of program with which
this paper iscconcerned
:
Because of thslr superior ability, bright pupils may
undertake reading assignments in the content fields much
earlier than do the other pupils. By reporting their find-
ings to their classmates, they may greatly extend the ex-
periences and broaden the understandings of all members of
the group. The opportunities for the superior children in
the primary grades to engage in enriching activities such
as those provided in the story hour, the literature period,
dramatization activities, free reading, and projects of
various kinds, should be greatly extended . .
.
guidance
should be provided in these activities in order that pupils
may acquire right habits and profit to the maximum from the
unique advantages which they enjoy. 2/
1/ Hatch, Mabel T., "Study of the Research Done on the
Gifted Child for the Past Three Decades", (Unpublished service
paper, Boston University, 1944)
g/ Gray» Wllllan 0., **Eduoatlon of th« Qlftcd Child -.
with Special Reference to Reading", Elementary School Journal.
(42: 736, June 1942).
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* There are many excellent hooks on the nature and needs
of gifted children > several of which have been quoted in the
previous chapter* Otherwise research on the gifted child
proved rather disappointing. When it came down to practical
|
teaching aids, most of the books were too concerned with !
j
special classes requiring specially trained teachers.
j
I
While special classes may be the best answer in the large
|
cities, there are few public schools elsewhere which have i
I
enough such pupils to provide a special class for them. Even,
|
Dransfield, describing his modified program in which one I
j
enrichment teacher planned the program for superior pupils
j
jin the various classrooms, admits, ''Unfortunately, most
I
I
schools cannot afford to maintain a special teacher of such
rare ability even if they were able to find one; and therefore
the schools are not going to reach far beyond the 4,000 superior:




gleaned from reading these special class programs, but more
practical help for the classroom teacher can be found in
descriptions of general enrichment programs, suggestions for
i
individualizing study, and unit suggestions in the popular
j





J. Edgar, Administration of Enrichment i
to Superior Children in the Typical Classroom
. Contribution '
to EduftattQn~^558. (New York. Bureau of Publlahera^ Teachers
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7Many programs have been prepared for grades five through
twelve. Most notable among these is the experiment in the New
York High Schools reported by Cohen^and Coryell 2/ . As many
of the principles behind their program are applicable to
primary education^ the report is well worth reading.
Drans field's experiment also merits study. His experi-
ment worked as follows: "He (the superior child) is required
to devote to the subject matter of the group in which he is
working only so much time as is necessary to maintain the level
of that group. The extra time which his ability or industry
permits him is to be used for education in the fullest sense
broadening along some line which his interest or future welfare
dictates. This, it is believed, will avoid the development of
poor work habits, such as superficiality, dillydallying, and
loss of time, and will repress the alleged tendency toward
conceit on the part of the superior pupil under existing
programs. "3/ Dransfleld's experiment is of special interest
because it was carried out at three grade levels, the third,
fifth, and seventh. While results were good in all grades,
the best work was done in the lower grades. Drans field reports,
1
1/ Cohen, Helen L. , "The Program for Gifted Children
In New York City", English Journal, (XXVI. September 1937). d.551
2/ Cohen, H. L. and Nancy Coryell, (Editors;, Educating
Suoerlor Students, New York, (American Book Company. 1935)
3/ Dransfleld, op. clt. p.l5
I '*'
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8"It seemed more difficult to get the older pupils to work
consistently ,nto recognize their responsibilities. They did
not seem to know when they needed help, advice, or guidance."!/
He credits some of this difference to the habits of the teachers
as the Primary teachers were more accustomed to and knew better
how to handle an Individualized program than did the teachers
of the upper grades. The experiment was based on the principle
that "The needs of the pupil should be determined as early as
possible and a course of enrichment should be laid out to cover
his entire school career, making such adjustments as are ne-
cessary as he proceeds through the grades. "2/ The present
writer disagrees with this principle on the grounds that such
a program tends to isolate the bright pupil, does not contribute
to the enrichment of the whole classroom, and tends to narrow
and specialize the interests of the superior child.
Gray's enrichment program is much more the type of
program which can be readily used by the typical classroom
teacher. He says of this program, "It Involves usually an
extension of the scope of the curriculum to provide both
greater breadth of understanding and greater depth of penetra-
tion. It gives more emphasis to collateral readings, museum
trips, visits to factories, and the like. As a rule, all
pupils, both bright and dull must meet certain common requlre-
1/ Ibid. pp. 41-45
2/ Ibid. p. 53
8.'
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9merits. Through differentiated assignments and through special
reports, committee activities, and Individual projects, genuine
Interest is stimulated and the work adjusted to the varying
needs. Interests, and abilities of the pupils."!/
Dr. Gray's Ideas seem to have been carried out very
well In the first grade science unit reported by Marjorie
Pratt. The question was, "What can we find out about the sun?"
After raising various questions, discussing them, and finding
some answers to questions In the dictionary (by the teacher)
,
the class proceeded to search for information.
The children found stories in five books In the
classroom. Two of the books could be read by all the
children . . . The seven children who needed help read the
two books orally with Miss Underwood. The other children
read these same books alone and parts of other books to
answer questions. Voluntary reports giving information
followed the reading. This reporting Initiated a period
which the children called 'sharing new ideas'. Before
long, these Individual contributions called for illustrative
material ... 2/
Their work-periods resulted In one child drawing
pictures and writing stories explaining them for the class to
read, two others combined talents - one drew pictures showing
different stages of an eclipse while the other wrote the story
for each picture. Another child wrote In manuscript some
experiments for the class to perform. Some of the slower
1/ Gray, W.S., "Education of the Gifted Child with
Special Reference to Reading", Elementary School Journal ,
(42:736-44, June 1942.)
2/ Pratt, Marjorie, "Adjusting Reading Activities In
Science and Literature to Individual Differences", Chapter 12,
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children read directions and made a shadow stick and sundial.
Naturally such a program as the above requires a teacher
who interprets teaching as guidance rather than drilling, who
is willing to spend sufficient time testing and analyzing
pupil knowledge and habits so as to eliminate unnecessary drill
and formal recitation, and who has sufficient general informa-
tion combined with imagination to appreciate the possibilities
for enrichment in the regular school program. However, the
teacher will find an increasing amount of help in the latest
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THE PRINCIPLES BEHIND THIS PROGRAM
I The principles upon which this study is based can be
discussed under three aims: scholastic achievement, good work
habits and skills, a full well-rounded pleasant personality
I
capable of working with his associates.
' Scholastic achievement Is listed first not because the
II
writer thinks It the most important, but because It is the
first thing our schools tend to look for and few teachers
I
will dare try a program unless they are assured that the
results will look well on the standard tests. Actually If the
' other two alms were well developed, scholastic achievement
I
would result as inevitably as the night follows the day, for
ij as Kilpatrick has said,
I
Who has more interests, lives more ... We can be
j
on the lookout for curiosity, to nurse It and feed it.
' It is a tender plant - too often we starve it or ridicule
I it out of existence • • • Interest first and then technique
to serve it, then in result stronger and clearer Interest
calling for still better technique. What we here seek is
the flame of life that sets us more on fire as it burns,
I





Even in his experiments in which the enrichment material
i
was not directly related to the class studies, Dransfleld
I
found that "pupils of the experimental group had attained
I
I
relatively the same advance in the subject matter tested by
: the Stanford Achievement Test as had. pupils of the control
1/ Kilpatrick, W. H., "A Reconstructed Theory of the
EduftAtive College Recor
f
i (March 191^ —
Vol. 32, No. 6) p. 55^.
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group, although they had spent considerably less time in class
recitation. ••!/ In addition, of course, their knowledge of the
enrichment material showed significant advance.
Actually under the studies recommended by G-ray and
Hollingworth more thorough and broader knowledge of the class
studies may be expected.
Bright pupils are often provided with a series of
special projects based largely on their immediate Interests.
Such a program is open to criticism in that it lacks a
sound social philosophy. As pointed out by Dr. Rolling-
worth, rapid learners will possess, as adults, the mental
powers on which the learned professions will depend for
conservatlonaand advancement. They will also be the
literary Interpreters of the world of their generation.
Furthermore they will be the persons who can think deeply
and clearly in the fields of government, economics, and
sociology. It is obvious that their education should pave
the way for Initiative, originality, and constructive
endeavor in such fields ... As one examines the areas
which Hollingworth recommends for study: ’food; shelter;
|
clothing; transportation; sanitation and health; trade;
time-keeping; illumination; tools and implements; communi-
cation; law; government; education; warfare; punishment;
labor; recreation; ' 2/ one cannot escape the conviction
that those which probably have the greatest worth for the
superior child at the level of general education correspond
closely with the areas which are most important also for
other types of children. The distinction is, however, that
the superior child can study these areas more broadly and
can penetrate deeper. "3/
It is obvious therefore that the subject-matter for
1/ Dransfleld, J. Edgar, Administration of Enrichment
to Superior Children in the Typical Classroom , Contribution
to Education §55^
t
Tsureau of Publishers, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1933), p. -^1.
2/ Hollingworth, Leta S., Children Above IbO I .
(The MacMillan Company, New York, 1940). p. 2b8.
3/ G-ray, W. S., "Education of the Gifted Child with
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study by the bright child parallels closely the subject-matter
provided for all In modem reading systems. Thorndike says,
"The gifted child is one who shows in high degree the ability
to work with Ideas."!/ It is not the facts to be learned,
but the ideas behind the facts and the ability to relate the
facts to other knowledge and experiences and to use them in
creative thought and activity.
It will help to divide the discussion of work habits
and skills into two sections: the analysis of poor habits
which the bright child is liable to develop and the recog-
nition of certain abilities of the bright child which make
possible the development of many important skills which are
beyond the capabilities of the average child. Because there
is no challenge in the regular classroom work, the bright
i
child will, after quickly learning the essentials, have much/
time to waste and may develop habits of laziness and idleness.
Some may be merely docilely idle, while others may turn their
wits to mischief. If allowed freedom at the library table,
some children may use their time wisely, but others may
acquire the habit of much superficial rapid reading in an
escapist rather than a purposeful fashion. In the intermediate
grades where reading is more a tool than a subject, the
superficial, rapid reader frequently has more trouble with
study material than the slower average pupil. Storm writes,
1/ Thorndike, R. L. "Problems in Identification, Des-
cription, and Development of the G-ifted", Teachers College
Record. (4<j';40^-4uo. gebruarv 1^41 j.
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’’The rapid reader often fails to organize the ideas in a
selection and so may not comprehend the sequence of ideas or
recognize cause-and-effect relationships.”!/ (It must be
remembered, of course, that the rapid reader is not always a
gifted child, but may be quite average with superior visual
and auditory perception. Such a pupil may benefit from the
type of primary program recommended here, but the teacher
must not expect him to be so capable of self-direction and
abstract thinking as the truly gifted child.)
The special abilities of the gifted child have been
well-defined by Dr. Stedman: ”lt has been our experience that
these children are not especially Interested in projects
dealing with concrete things. They prefer the abstract. They
dellgt especially in projects which lead to creative work —
to the collection, organization, interpretation, and
application of data. ”2/ G-race Storm’s description of the best
approach for primary reading applies to the classroom as a
whole, but is especially vital for bright children: ’’When
experiences are organized in terms of problems to be solved,
the reading of primary-grade children takes on the same
quality as the study type of reading carried on in the middle
1/ Storm, Grace E., “Promoting Growth Through Reading
in the Social Studies”, Conference on Reading;
. Edited by W. S.
G-ray
,
(Vol. 3, No. 52, October 1941, Ikilverslty of Chicago),
pp. 189-194
2/ Stedman, Lulu M., Education of Gi fted Children
.
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grades and serves as preparation for the reading to obtain
Information which Is so much used In the middle and upper
grades." 1/ The following principles have been gleaned from
G-oddard ’ s recommendations :
There should be no attempt at time-saving or acceleration.
Call for the child's best efforts continually.
Start from the first grade before ’cad habits are formed*
Take the child as he is, living In the present not the futuitle
Remember no skill Is well-learned until It Is done
unconsciously
Offer challenge, Ask, "Can you do that?"
Remember obedience Is good, but unquestioning obedience Is
good for slaves.
Gifted children have problems of their own which they
prefer to the teacher's problems. 2/
The study principles enunciated by Cohen 3/ were
prepared for high school, but they all have their beginnings
In the earliest years:
relationship between Ideas
rapid selection of appropriate material
using library Intelligently
budgeting time, using leisure time well
supporting beliefs, attitudes, and conclusions with facts
and infomat ion
curiosity about world of Ideas and world of affairs
utilizing cultural opportunities offered by the community
No teacher can prepare final lesson plans for the
bright child because by the very nature of the child and the
purpose of the work, his Ideas and interests must direct his
studies. The teacher can only keep these principles in mind
and be quick to apply them In guiding the child's activities.
1/ Storm, op. clt.
2/ Goddard, H. H., School Training for Gifted Children.
(World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1928T.
3/ Cohen, H. L., "The Program for Gifted Pupils in
New York City", English Journal
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Except for curbing the most disturbing anti- social
traits, the average classroom teacher does little for the
development of general personality and social Intelligence of
the bright child. The most frequently expressed fear is lest
the superior child should become conceited, yet actually,
statistics show that this should be one of the lesser worries.
O'Shea in her study of 100 gifted children reports the types
of personality difficulties listed by the teachers. Nine out
of the hundred suffered obvious Inferior feelings and only one
was reported conceited.' 1/ Goddard writes, "Not infrequently
he (the bright child) Is the butt of the Jokes and petty
annoyances of others, who are Jealous of his success with his
lessons ... he is classed as 'teacher's pet '."2/ The writer
knows a child with 160 IQ, who, when promoted in his second
day of school from a crowded first grade to the second,
remarked tearfully to his parents that he supposed If there
wasn't room for him there he would have to go upstairs to the
third grade. The same child was constantly handicapped on the
playground, because though he dearly longed to play with the
older boys whose games appealed to him mentally, he was physi-
cally incapable of keeping up with them. Social acceptance
rather than mental brilliance is the chief ambition of young
and old.
1/ O'Shea, C. A., "A Comparative Study of 100 Successful
or Unsuccessful Very Superior Children", (Unpublished service
paper, Boston University, li:^44), pp.. 53.
WGoddard, op. cit.
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It is important therefore that the teacher help the
brlgnt child to work and play with others. With this In mind,
helping other pupils is not a waste of time providing it Is
done In the right spirit and not overdone. If the teacher's
attitude encourages the class to look on the bright student
as one to whom they can turn for help in making up work,
rather than as an Impossible model for them to try to keep
up with. Jealousy on the part of the class can be minimized.
The writer found that by permitting her brighter first graders
to explain missed workbook pages, help with difficult words,
and listen to missed reading lessons, after school and recess
work was avoided and pupils with poor vocabularies were able
to profit from correctly done thought seatwork which otherwise
would have resulted In waste time and tears. The bright child
benefited by learning to look upon his ability to help as a
natural and socially useful trait, by experience in patience
and practice in explaining, and by the pleasurable social
contacts with the ' appreciative recipient.
Bentley points out that the bright child must learn
to control his enthusiastic impulse to talk all the time.
He should learn to speak when opportune and to be tolerant
and patient of others, "a much-needed factor in human affairs!'
The writer found no better summary of the principles
behind the program for the gifted child than the following by
1/ Bentley, J, E., Superior Children . (W. W. Norton
and Company, New York, 1937 ), pp. 186- 189 .
Tr
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Cohen and Coryell:
The alms in the education of the gifted should include
the mastery of the techniques of reflective thinking, which
implies ability to deal with abstract ideas, ability to
reason, and intellectual Integrity; the development of a
sense of obligation to translate ideas into socially
valuable action; a sense of morality in public affairs
which expresses Itself in disinterested criticism of men
and policies and in civic action of a distinguished order;
productive industry for the benefit of the community; and
the enrichment of life through the diversification and
correlation of cultural interests . • . It is especially
important that the superior student should be trained to
utilize his powers effectively in applying his standards
and Ideals to unforseen social problems of importance.
Therefore more important for the gifted child than a body
of definitive ideas is the development of those qualities
and habits of mind and character which will assure under-
standing and leadership in whatever situations eventuate.
Hence, we aim to develop responsibility without egotism,
initiative with ability to cooperate, tolerance based on
reasoned and satisfying standards, crltlcal-mlndedness with
well-informed Judgment, a burning desire for Justice, but
also patience and confidence in the will and power of our
fellowmen to work toward the good life for all. 1/
1/ Cohen, Helen, and Nancy Coryell, Educa^np; Superior
Students
.
(American Book Company, New York, 1935 ) » P* 319 .
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The first step in preparing this program is to ascertain
the abilities and needs of the bright child* An individual
intelligence test such as the Stanford Binet will assure the
teacher that the pupil is really Intelligent and will give some
clue to the ability of the child to work Independently, to handle
difficult materials, to generalize, to think abstractly, to
apply ideas to new situations, and to be creative*
Chapter Two of Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
has very complete Instructions for testing the following
reading skills;
Oral Reading: comprehension, phrase reading, voice,
enunciation, expression, attention to punctuation, addition
or omission of words, habitual repetition of words, errors
on easy words. Ignoring word errors.
Silent Reading; speed, comprehension, lip movements,
independence
•
Word Abilities: word meaning, word analysis, quick
recognition*
Recall: Written, oral. 1/
The teacher should check the child’s work in other
subjects* Does he need reading materials that would stimulate
his Interest in arithmetic? Reading and applying directions
for construction activities should help* Does he need help in
spelling? Encourage him to prepare booklets or bulletin board
1/ Durrall, Donald D. , Iiaprovement ofi^ UPIlitACl U# f AlBPrOvQInQIlu Q-A OStS-lO—ftSftQjjjQ -
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reports for the class to read* Teach him to use a picture
dictionary so he will avoid mistakes. Have him make his own
dictionary of words he has misspelled so he can refer to it and
use the correct spelling every time. Are his language skills
poor? Does he need story-telling? Remember that the bright
child is much better motivated by purposeful situations than
by the games and devices needed to encourage a slow child.
In addition the teacher should analyze his personality
traits. Whether thechild is shy or forward, '‘naughty” or "good”
sociable or retiring, it is Important that the teacher know
how to look behind the symptoms to find out why the child acts
as he does. Does he need self-confidence? Give him opportuni-
ties to contribute to the class so as to afford him satisfaction
and so that the class will appreciate his contributions and not
envy him. Is he restless or mischievous? Let his reading be
the basis for constructive physical activity to use his energies
in proper ways. Is he too retiring, quiet, linimaglnative?
Encourage him to look for ideas for class projects, to t-hlnk
out adaptations of his reading, to Invent stories, and prepare
dramatic skits. Be very simple in the first assignments, don't
assign large frightening tasks.
THE PROGRAM
Because his work should be completely individualized to
fit the needs and abilities of the particular child, it is with
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is hoped that the reader will consider this material as a
general guide for the teacher and not as a program for the
child.
The list of books in Appendix A is suggestive rather
than exhaustive. It Is not important that the teacher have
just the books listed In the bibliography. It is more im-
portant that she inventory all the books available in her
classroom. It is wise to have a card catalog or loose-leaf
notebook with two sections. One section would have a card for
each book with a brief outline or synopsis of the contents,
the number of copies of the book, and the comparative diffi-
culty. The other section of the file would be arranged
according to units. For example, in a division marked "Health"
could be separate cards marked "Cleanliness", "Pood", "Sleep",
etc. with page references to books in which information could
be found, a one sentence synopsis of the contents, and the
difficulty of the material.
If the teacher is offered new sets of books, she might
order from 1 to 6 copies of different books for small group or
individual reading instead of one large set for class reading.
Other second grades in the town or the public library may have
different books that might be borrowed for a time.
Appendix B has directions and suggestions for book-
binding, "movie" making, peepshows, bulletin board displays,
etc. that could be adapted to many units.
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The following material and the books In Appendix A are
arranged In order as the units appear In the two readers
Friends and Nel?:hbor3 1/ and More Friends and Neighbors 2/,
with the exception of the four storybook units which are
discussed together. In some cases material was found to fit
specific stories and other material Is suggested to carry out
units of study which might be stimulated by the class reading.
As the various reading groups will probably be reading different
units at different times the word "class" should be translated
"group" for most class situations. Most of the books are
second grade readers and would be suitable for the gifted
child throughout the year. Most of the books published since
193t> would be suitable for the average second grade pupil towarx^B
the close of the school year. The Teacher's G-ulde to accompany
Friends and Neighbors and More Friends and Neighbors lists
many other supplementary books.
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT I, UP AND DOV^N PLEASANT STREET
There are two major subjects In this unit -- play and
city life. It would be appropriate to develop game ideas




Games and Play ; The beginning of the year Is an excellent
time for the children to develop a good reportoire of indoor
and outdoor games for recess and for parties. Thr treasure ,
hunt in the flrit story might stimulate their Interest. After :
1/ g-ray , William 5. and May Hill Arbuthnot, Friends and
Neighbors
, Curriculum Foundation Series II, (Scott, Foresman,
!
and Company, 1941), 240 pp.
j2/ Gray, William S. and M. H. Arbuthnot, More Friends ana
Neighbors
. Curriculum Foundation Series II, (Scott, Foresman,
,
and Company, 1941), 240 pp.
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trying that, the children might pool their game ideas and try
different games in one of their recess periods each day* There
are a number of game and party Ideas which the bright pupil can
find in books and teach the class. The unit might culminate
either in a party or in a book by the pupil or the class
describing and illustrating games for indoor and outdoor
recess. They might take pride in lending the book to other
classrooms or letting new pupils read it to choose the games
they would like to play.
The City ; The most important story for the superior
pupil to read in connection with this unit is "Patrick's
Telephone"!/. If he reads this a day in advance of the group
reading of "A Funny Telephone", he can tell the other children
about Pat's telephone and can have the equipment ready for the
experiment. If the child seems interested in the apartment
stories in Lost and Found 2/, he may wish to continue his
investigations of city life through the other books in Appendix
A. He might like to work out alone, with a group, or with the
whole class some of the ideas for building a toy city.
Fi^IENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT II, ANIMAL FIENDS
Supplementary reading was found to match all but one of
the stories in this unit* As the presentation of some of the
stories may take several days to prepare for preparation, it
would De wisest for the teacher to select the stories best
1/ Witty, Paul and others. Lost and Foimd* (P. C. Heath
ana company, Boston, 1942), pp. 70-76
2/ Ibid, pp. 64-116
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fitted to the Interests of the student and the class*
If the child continues the apartment stories in Lost
and Fbund 1/, he might suggest a pet show at the time when it
is most appropriate to the class reading.
FRIENDS AND NEI3HB0RS, UNIT IV, WORK ON PLEASANT STREET
These stories center around community helpers. If the
children have previously made a toy city, they nay wish to
people the city.
The bright pupil can practice most appropriately the art
of skannlng reading material rapidly to make a list of
community helpers from The Open Door Second Reader 2/. It
would probably be oest for the teacher to assign only a small
I
portion of the book at a time so he won't be discouraged. If
the child finds this too uninteresting he can use the much
shorter Unit- Study Booklet 3/*
If it Is not convenient to make this a class project,
the bright pupil might make figures for the workers or he
might make a little booklet with stick figures using the
technique of "This Is the House that Jack Built" (Appendix B)
.
There is also much material to enrich several of the
stories in this unit. If the child is a boy he may be
1/ Ibid., pp. 64-115
2/ Neal, Elma A. and 0. P. Storm, The Open Door Second
Reader
, (MacMillan Company, New York, ly29 ) , pp. 163
3. McCrory, Mae, People Who Work for Us, Unit-Study
Rook fAmerlnan Fduftfl.tlQn Preaa. "Sb pp.
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I especially interested in the Unit-Study Booklet on Simple
Machines 1/ in connection "with the story about the steam
shovel.
MORE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT I, OAK HILL NEIGHBORS
This was the most difficult unit to correlate. The
' writer could find few stories to enrich it and there is no
central theme. However, the most interesting material seemed
to center around the winter weather. The story of "The Big
Blizzard"2 / Is a fascinating one for the superior pupil to
' tell and then he may be interested in studying weather in
the science books. He might prepare a report and experiments
! for the rest of the class.
If the children express interest in the toy library in
the story "As Good as New", the superior pupil may investigate
the toy library in The World Around Us 3/ to get more ideas
for a class project.
If the Unit-Study Booklet on shoes 4/ strikes the
child's fancy, he may wish to investigate other stories of
clothing
.
1/ Smith, Jeannette, Simple Machines . Unit-Study Book
#255, (American Education Press, 1940), 36 pp.
2/ Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, Making New Friends .
(Ginn and Company, 1940), pp. IO7-I 3O
3/ Smith, Nila 3. and others. The World Around Us, Unit-
Activity Readers II, (Silver Burdett, 193b/. pp. 100-102.
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MORE FRIENDS AND l^IGHBORS, UNIT II, NE7/ ANIMAL FRIENDS
The child's interests will probably guide his activities
in this unit. He may be Interested in animals generally, in
which case he may enjoy The Outdoor Playhouse 1/ and its
suggestions for making scrapbooks. He might make a scrapbook
for the class to read, or it may be that all the children will
cooperate by bringing in pictures for the scrapbook and the
gifted child may refer to bird and animal books to identify
them and write a brief sentence or two about their chief
characterl sties
.
If the child has a pet dog, he can find many ideas about
caring for and teaching dogs. The dog-owners might form a club
and exchange ideas on caring for dogs. They might teach their
dogs tricks and prepare a dog show.
MORE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT IV, OUR FRIENDS AT WORK
There is good material to fit the first three of these
stories individually. The third story might lead to Interest
in housebuilding
•
The fourth story, "Tommy's Pumpkin", might be a starter
for gardening ideas if the season is right. There are many
books which the bright child can read to get suggestions for
their garden plots. He might use the blackboard to illustrate
his report. He may also enjoy studying the seed catalogs and
explaining the varieties and prices to the class. There is
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also much material in the science books on seed experiments.
If gardening or housebuilding is impractical, the
bright child may be Interested in investigating farm machinery
following the reading of " David Helps Thresh".
The last three stories may suggest playing store or
earning money.
THE STORYBOOK UNITS
Although it is possible to find stories of similar
theme to many of the stories in the four storybook units, such
forced matching does not seem to the writer to be constructive
as an accompaniment to reading for fun. It would seem better
for the wtiole class to work out appropriate projects during the
I
reading of these units. The following four might lend them-
selves to this purpose:
I. A Library Comer
II. Dramatization
III. Story Telling, Reporting, Reviewing
IV. Original Stories, Monologues, Pantomime
I A Library Corner : Unit III of Friends and Neighbors
may well coincide with Book Week in November. In any' event
this would be an appropriate time to stimulate interest in the
library corner. Second grade readers are full of ideas for
making library corners. If the classroom already has adequate
facilities, the class interest may be centered in earning
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money for books, learning how to care for books, and making
library rules.
Dramatl zatlon ; The class in discussion may recommend
criteria for the plays, e.g. number or flexibility in cast,
more action than talking, simple staging, etc. The gifted
child may read many stories to pick out some which fit the
class requirements. He may then report several to the class
or dramatic group, explaining the advantages of each so the
group can vote on one. This could be an activity for the
whole class to present to another classroom or for one group
within the class to present to the rest.
Story-telling ! The whole class should be reading quite
Independently by now. They should be encouraged to read
widely and select the very best for telling. It may develop
that there isn't time to tell all the stories they want. If
assigned the reading of Robert * s School 1/, the gifted child
may suggest a book review system to the class. It may lead to
elementary classification of stories. Class booklets could be
made for reviews of different types of stories, make-believe, '
true animal, true stories about children, nature stories and
science, etc. The children should learn to write reviews
designed to stimulate the Interest of others rather than to
1/ Yowell, Stella, Robert * s School . (Wheeler Publishing
Company, Chicago, 1934). pp. 45-49
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tell the story* Reviews should be accompanied by the name and
page of the book so that other children can look them up.
Orlglftal Stories , Monologues . Pantomime t As this Is
the last unit of the basal readers the class may have more
time for story presentation. The teacher might suggest a differ
ent set of characters and slightly different plot from one of
the stories In the unit and the children might Invent stories
to carry out the teacher's suggestion. Gradually they will
learn to invent their own characters and plots. They may
enjoy telling long adventure stories about one set of
characters. In odd moments Just before dismissal or between
class periods, they may enjoy taking turns telling of the
adventures of these characters* They should be encouraged to
read widely to find more suggestions for adventures. Although
this is a suitable project for the whole class, it should appeal
especially to the bright child whose wide-reading and active
imagination should be encouraged.
It would also be fun for them to develop their story-
telling from straight reporting to dramatic monologues or
pantomime. If the gifted child has dramatic talents, he might
help the others rehearse rather than shining as the actor
himself all the time.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
30
The greatest difficulty for the classroom teacher in
applying this type of program is the lack of time. It takes
time to prepare the program, to give the assignments, and to
check the results of the pupil's work. An accumulative
graded "subject index" of all primary textbooks would ease
the teacher's task of preparing the program. Another complete
paper could be written about ideas such as those in Appendix
B to provide a variety of independent, easily checked work-
projects with good pupil motivation.
No attempt was made in this paper to touch upon the
supplementary science, social science, and health readers
published by Scott Foresman. If the teacher uses these in
her reading program, she may find them more adaptable to unit
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Cordts, Anna D., The New Path to Reading . Book Two, Ginn and
Company, Boston, 1929* 25S~pp.
Craig, Gerald S. and Sara E, Baldwin, Chanp^ies All Around Us,
New Pathways in Science II , Ginn and Company, 1940. 2b2 pp.
Craig, Gerald S. and S. E. Baldwin, Out-of-Doors , Pathways in
Science II, Ginn and Company, 1932.
Edwards, Paul G. and James W, Sherman, The Outdoor Playhouse ,
Nature Activity Readers II
.
Boston; Little Brown and
Company, 1931* 175 pp*
Freeman, Frank N. and others, Child-Story Readers II, Lyons
and Carnahan, 1927* 304 pp.
Gates, Arthur I. and M. B. Huber, Friendly Stories . New York;
MacMillan Company, 1936.
Grady, William, Paul Klapper, and Jane Gifford, Stories for
Every Day, Childhood Baders II , New York, Charles
Scribner^ s and Sons, 1933* 264 pp.
Gray, William S. and M. H. Arbuthnot, Friends and Neighbors
.
Curriculum Foundation Series II . Scott, Fbresman and Co.,
194r. ^ pp.
Gray, W. S. and M. H. Arbuthnot, More Friends and Neighbors
.
Curriculum Fbundation Series II . Scott Fbresman and Co.,
1941. 240 pp.
Hale Helen, Let ' s Make a Home. Yonkers, New York; World Book






Child Development Readers II .
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939* 246 pp.




. John C. Winston Company, 1940. 161 pp.
Horn, Ernest and Grace M. Shields, Making New Friends
. Ginn
and Company, 1940. 223 pp*
Horowitz, Caroline, A Child's Treasury of Things- to-Do .
New York; Hart Publishing Company, 1945. 160 pp.
Knox, Warren and others. The Wonderworld of Science II , New
York; Charles Scribner's and Sons, 1940. 152 pp.

35
Myers, Emma, A., Pets and Friends , Our Animal Books II . A Series
In Humane Education, D. C. Heath and Company, 1937 » pp.
Neal, Elma A. and 0. P. Stomi, The Open Doer Second Reader . Ne??
York, MacMillan Company, 1929. 163 pp.
Nelson, Anna Clark, Four and Twenty Fh.mous Tales . Chicago:
Hall and McCreary Company, 1937. 96 pp.
O'Donnell, Mabel and Alice Carey, Friendly Vlllaj,e , Alice and
Jerry Books
.
Reading Foundation Series : Evanston, Illinois:
Row, Peterson and Company, 193^« 243 pp.
Peardon, Celeste and Zellna Comegys, Adventures in a Big C i ty .
New York, MacMillan Company, 1931. 229 pp.
Pennell, Mary E. and Alice Cusack, Children's Own Readers II .
G-lnn and Company, 1929. 261 pp.
Quinlan, Myrtle B., Faces and Places, The c^ulnlan Readers II .
Allyn and Bacon, 1940. 243 pp.






Readers II , J. 3. Llpplncott Company, 1930. 160 pp.
Smith, Nila B.
,
Round About You, Unit-Activity ^^aders II .
Silver Burdett, 1935. 236 pp.
Smith, Nila 3. and others. The World Around Us
.
Unit-Activity
Readers II, Silver Burdett, 1936. 240 pp.
Witty, Paul and others. Lost and Found
.
D. C. Heath and Company,
Boston, 1942. 245 pp.
Yoakam, Gerald, M. M. Veverka, and Louise Abney, Stories We
Like
.
Laid law Basic Readers II , Laidlaw Brothers, 1940. 253
Yowell, Stella, Robert ' s School
.
Wheeler Publishing Company,
Chicago, 1934. 123 pp.
UNIT- STUDY BOOKS
American Education Press, New York
201: Klauseen, Doris D. Your Shoes and Your Ffeet, 1941. 36pp.
206: McCrory, Mae, Man ' s Animal Helpers
.
1940. 36 pp.
208: Smith, Jeannette, Animals and Their Babies
. 1938, 36 pp.

36
211: Kerr, Mildred L .
.
City Buildings 1^39, 32 pp.
212; Ousley, Odllle, Markets , 1^39. 32 pp.
213: McCrory, Mae, Life on the F^rm , 1939. 32 pp.
214; McCrory, Mae, People Who Work Fbr Us, 1942. 32 pp.
215: McCrory, Mae, Travel in the City , 1939. 32 pp.
251: McCrory, Mae, Where Animals Live , 1941. 36 pp.
255 J Smith, Jeannette, Simple Machines
.
1940. 36 pp.
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FlEADING MATERIAL TO ACCOI\iPANY FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS . UNIT I
To supplement individual stories ;
"Mrs. Hill's Birthday", Friends and Neighbors . pp. 17-22.
Gates, Arthur I., and M. 3. Huber, Friendly Stories , New
York: (MacMillan Company, 1^36)"]^ "Charlie and His
Puppy Bingo", pp. 4-18.
This might be made into a little shoe-box movie for
the other children to enjoy at the library table.
"A Funny Telephone", Friends and Neighbors, pp. 36-40.
Witty, Paul and others, Los t and Found . Boston: (D. C. Heatl




Caroline, A Child * s Treasu^ of Thinp;s-to-Do .New
(Hart Publishing Co., 1945) » Private Phones", p. 126
For a unit on games;
Horowitz, Caroline, A Child ' s Treasury of Thlnp;s-to Do
.
New
York; (Hart Publishing Co., 1945) » ^pool Pitch'', p. 124;
"Bounce Ball", p. 135; "Blind Man's Zoo", p. 153; "Join
My Band", p. 156; "Pussy Cat's Whiskers", p. 158; "Peanut





Unit-Activity Readers II .




Stella, Robert's School, (Wheeler Publishing Co.,
Chicago, 1934); "The First Day at School", pp. 2-4;
"John's Puzzle", pp. 22-26.
Freeman, F. N. and others, Child- Story Readers II
.
(Lyons
and Carnahan, 1927); "Human Tenpins'*, pp. 65-66.
Fcr a unit on the city ;
Witty, Paul and others. Lost and Fbund, Boston: (D. C. Heath
and Co., 1942); "Up and Down", pp. 64-68; "Patrick's
Telephone", pp. 70-76; "The Subway", pp. 77-81;
"Department Stores", pp. 83-89.
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Smith, Nila B. and others, The World Around Us , Unit-
Activity Readers II . (Silver Burdett, 1938), ‘'A Subway
Station
' ,
pp* 16-20; ’’A Trip in a Big G-reen Bus”, pp* 21-
28; "The City the Children Built", pp. 32-36.
Includes ideas for building a play city.
Kerr, M. L., City BuildliK
s
.
Unit-Study Book if2H . New York:
(American Education Press, 1939) • 32 pp.
Suggestions for large play buildings on pages 31-32.
McCrory, Mae, Travel in the City , Unit- Study Book rf 215.
New York: (American Education Press, 1939) , 32 pp.
Suggestions for a small play city on page 16.
Grady, W. and others. Childhood Readers II , New York: (Charlei
Scribner's and Sons, 1933); ‘’Good Times", pp. 207-210;
"Lunch", pp. 211-212; "The Big Ship", p. 213; "The Fire
Boat", pp. 214-215; "Different Kinds of Houses", pp. 218-
222; "Bobby's Garden", p. 223.
Peardon, C. and Z. Comegys, Adventures in a Big City
,
New
York, (MacMillan Company, 1931)* 229 pp.
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READING- mTERIAL TO ACCOLEPANY FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT II
To supplement Individual stories ;
"The Pet Crow", pp* 58-63*
Horn; Ernest and G. M. Shields, Making; New Frl ends
.
(Ginn
and Co., 1940); "Biackle the Pet Crow*'
, pp. 77-100.
A most amusing story which might be started by the
gifted child several days before the class reads "The
Pet Crow" so it could be presented the same day. The
child might make large drawings to Illustrate the





Unit-Activity Readers II ,
(Silver Burdett, 1935) , "The Lost Apron*', pp. 166-171*
A mischievous woodchuck steals everyone's possessions
and hides them.
"Billy Calf Runs Away", pp . 64-69*
Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, Making New Friends
.
(Ginn
and Co., 1940); "Snow the Baby Calf", pp. 31-57*
A beautiful story of the care and weaning of a new-
born calf.
"The Strings That Flew Away", pp. 70-73*





(J. B. Lippincott Co., 1930; ; "Helping
a Bird Build a Nest", pp. 121-125*
Suggests that children might help birds by leaving
strings for them.
Smith, ‘Nila B., The World Aro und Us
.
Unit-Activity Readers
(Silver Burdett, 1938); "A Wonderhil Nest’*, pp. 203-20G
An oriole steals yarn for his nest.
"Baby Elephant", pp. 79-84.
O'Donnell, Mabel and Alice Carey, Friendly Village, Alice
and Jerry Books
. Reading Foundation Series II
,
Evanston, Illinois; (Row Peterson and Co., 1936);
"Dolly Joins the Circus", pp. 6-23.
An old circus horse shows her training.
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•‘Finding a Pet", pp. 85-90.
Freeman, Frank and others. Child- Story Readers II, (Lyons
and Carnahan, 1927); "Animal Riddles", p. 3^
’•Halloween Fun", pp. 91-96. ^
Smith, Nila B., Round About You , Unit-Activity Readers II
(silver Burdett, 1935) ; "The Nodding Jack-o-Lantern^,
pp. 219-223.
. A kitten assists the spooks.
For a pet show :
Witty, Paul and others, Lo st and Found , Boston: (D. C.
Heath and Co., 1942)1 "¥he Pet Show", pp. 111-116
Quinlan, Myrtle 3., Faces and Places, The Quinlan Readers r
(Allyn and Bacon, 1940) ; "Ready for the Show", p. 134;
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READINa MATERIAL TO ACCOMPANY FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS. UNIT IV
To supplement Individual stories ;
"The Big Surprise", pp. 150-155.
Smith, Nila 3. Round About You , Unit-Activity Readers II ,
(Silver Burdett, 1935) ; ’'The Campfire Dinner", pp. 61-
A can of beans blows up. Prepare class experiment.
>6 .
O’Donnell, Mabel and A. Carey, Friendly Village . Evanston,
Illinois: (Row Peterson and Co., 193^) ; *'The Clambake
on the Rocks", pp. 188-192.
"The Potato Man", pp. 161-166.
O'Donnell, Mabel and A. Carey, Friendly Village . Evanston,
Illinois; (Row, Peterson and Co., 193'^); ^The Peddler",
pp. 88-96; "Did you Ever", pp. 212-228.
"Zeke and the Birds", pp. 179-183.
Pennell, Mary E.
(Ginn and Co
and Alice Cusack, Children ' s Own




Children might make scarecrow following dimensions
in this story.
"How Johnny Helped", pp. !^84-i88.
Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, Making New FViends, (Ginn
and Co., 1940); "Helping at Home", 103-106.
Child could read to make a chart of ways to help at
home •
"I Won't Forget", pp. 189-194.
Smith, Nila B. and others. The World Around Us
.
Unit-
Activity Readers II, (Silver Burdett, 1938); ”A Home
in the Hay field " Trabblt's nest), pp. 209-216.
Smith Jeannette, Animals and Their Babies
.
Unit- Study Book


















"The Big Shovel", pp. 195-200.
Smith, Jeannette, Simple Machines , Uni t~ Study Book #255 «
(American Education Press, 1940); Wheels^', pp. 1-8.
For a unit on community helpers:
Neal, Elma A. and Ollle P. Storm, The Open Door Second Re^
(MacMillan, New York, 1929;. 163 PP«
Community workers from plumters and masons to doctors
and librarians are Included In this story of a family
which has Its house built and then moves In.
McCrory, Mae, People Who Yi/ork for Us, Unit- Study Book ;^214 ,
New York (American Education Press, 1942). 32 pp.
Grady, William and others. Stories for Every Day
.
Child-
hood Readers II . New York: (Charles Scribner's and Sons
1933)1 ’'The Taxi Puppy", pp. 58-69; ”Mv Policeman",





HEADING MATERIAL TO ACCOMPANY MORE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT I
Do supplement Individual stories;
”Fun in the Snow", pp. 6-11.
Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, L/Iakinp; New Friends , (Ginn
and Company, 1940); "The Big Blizzard"
, pp. 107-130.
Gates, Arthur I. and M. B. Huber, Friendly Stories . New
York: (MacMillan Co., 1936); "Coasting with the
Christmas Sled", pp. 135-141.
"As Good as New", pp. 16-21.
Smith, Nila B. and others. The World Around Us, Unit-




"Bobby's New Shoes", pp. 26-31.
Klaussen, Doris D., Your Shoes ard Your Feet, Unit-Study
Book #201 , New York: (American Education Press ,194l )
,
36 pp.
"The Detour", pp. 32-37.
McCrory, Mae, Travel in the City , Unit- Study Book ^21 5,
New York: (Ame rl can Education Press, lb/39 ;; Signs , p. 1'
'
"Which Circus?", pp. 44-49.
Harris, Julia M.
,
Making Visits . Child Development
Readers II . Boston: (Houghton Mifflin Co., 1939);
"A Scotch Circus", pp. 142-152.
For a unit on weather ;
Craig, Gerald S. and Sara E. Baldwin, Changes All Around Us .
New Pathways in Science II , (Ginn and Company, 1940 )
;
*'0ur Weather Needs*', 8-17; "Rain", 18-19; "Snow", 24-25;
"Ice", 26-32. Includes experiments.
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For a unit on clothes ;
Klaussen, Doris D., Your Shoes and Your Feet , Uni t-» Study
Book ;^201 , New York: ( Ame ri can Education Press, 19410,
3b PP«
Quinlan, Myrtle, F^ces and Places
.
oiUinlan Readers II,
(Allyn and Bacon, 1940)1 '^Cotton Handkerchief"
,
pp. 162
A simply and fancifully told story of cotton from boll
to handkerchief.
For a unit on toys:
Smith, Nila B. and others. The World Around Us, Unit-
Activity Reader II
.
(Silver Burdett, 193^; "Toy
Library^'
, pp. J00-i02.
Horowitz, Caroline, A Child * s Treasury . of Thlnp;s-to-Do .
(Hart Publishing Company, 1945); "Rag Doll", pp. 62-63
"Double-Decker Doll Bed", pp. 64-b5; "Tug-of-War Orip",
pp. 66-67; "Jig-Saw Puzzle", p. 72; "Toy Chest", pp.82
84; "Doll House and Doll House Furniture", pp. 97-101.
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READING MATERIAL TO ACCOMPANY MORE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS . UNIT I
To supplement individual stories
;
"sleepy Sam", pp. 58-03*
Cordts, Anna, New Path to Readinp; II , Boston; (Ginn and Col,
1929); "Little Black Colt*’,'pp. 29-34.
"The Kitten Who Worked",





(J. 3. Llpplncott Co., 1930); "A Lost Cat'T
- pp. 19-26; "A Clever Dog", pp. 13-15; "Wise Pedro ",15-f7
The cat taken by a circus finds his way home. The
clever dog carries an umbrella to the children. Pedro
is a seelng-eye dog.
"The Woodpecker's Bank", pp. 67-91.
Freeman, F. N. and others. Child- Story Readers II ,
(Lyohs and Carnahan, 1927 ); '‘Bird Riddles , pp. 20-22.
"How the Wren Fbmily Moved", pp. 92-97.
Freeman, ibid.; "Bird Houses", pp. 222-225*
Harris, Julia M., Making Visits
.
Child Development Readers
Boston: (Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1939) ^Bird
Houses", pp. 243-246; "Feeding Birds", pp. 229-232.
Ringer, Edith H. and L
Readers II , (J. B.
Nest", pp. 126-131




Llpplncott Co., 1930); "
Cltizenshiii
The Swallow s
"How Skip Pound Joe", pp. 98-102.
Freeman, F. N. and others. Child- Story Readers II , (Lyons
and Carnahan, 1927); "How to Train Your Dog to Do
Tricks", pp. 190-192; "^ueer Things Your Dog Does",
pp. 104-168.
Explains why dogs turn around, bury bones, pant, etc.
Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, Making New F*riends ,





Pennell Mary E. and A. M. Cusack, Children * s Own Readers
(Ginn and Company, 1929); "Dog Tricks", pp. 9-12;
"Jimmie Dale's Story" (Caring for dog), pp. 13-16.
Smith, Nila B. and others. The World Around Us, (Silver
Burdett, 1936); "How Joe Trained His Do^, pp. 172- 17V.
For a unit on animals :
Cordts, Anna D., The New Path to Reading II , (Ginn and Co.,
Boston, 1929)1 ""Little Black Colt"
,
pp. 29-3^; "Mox-her Bear*
and Her Babies", pp. 99-104; "The Raccoon", pp. 106-112;
"Mother Kangaroo and Her Baby", 114-117; "Baby Hippopotamui "
pp. 119-124; "Peggy's Water Pets", pp. 133-137.
Craig, Gerald S. and S. E. Baldwin, Changes All Around Us , New





Animals Get Ready for Winter", pp. 64-^6; "How Other
Animals Live Through the Winter", pp. 79-95; "Skunks", pp.
271-262.
Craig, Gerald S. and S. E. Baldwin, Out-of-Doors , Pathways In
Science II , (Ginn and Co., 1932)1 ‘'About Rabbits", pp. 19]-
200; "Porcupines", pp. 201-208; "About Squirrels", pp. 209-
221; "The Story of the Skunks", pp. 222-233; "Bob and the
Raccoons", pp. 234-249; "Dogs", pp. 250-257; "The Story
of Cats", pp. 258-262.
Edwards, Paul G. and J. W. Sherman, The Outdoor Playhouse ,
Nature Activity Readers II
.
Boston: (Little Brown and Co.,
1931): pp. 25-34.
Freeman, F. N. and others, Child-Story Readers II , (Lyons and
Carnahan, 1927); "Animal Riddles", p. 36; "Safety First in
Rabbit Land", p. 151; "Whales", p. 193; "Rats", p. 252.
Gates, Arthur I. and M. B.




"Charlie and His Puppy Bingo", pp. 4- 16.
Grady, William and others. Stories for Every Day
,
Childhood
Readers II , (Charles Scribner's and Sons, New York, 1933);
"The Twin Lambs", pp. 80-81; "True Animal Stories", pp. 125-
136 (tigers, elephants, giraffs, bears); "Animal Tracks",
pp. 172-175; "Noah ' s 'Ark"
,
pp. I7O-I7I (Wooden ark made by
a boy )
.
Hildreth, Gertrude and others. Along the Way
, Easy Growth In
Reading
, (John C. Winston Company, 1940) ; "what is Cinder?",
pp. 5-16; "Judy and Skippy", pp. 17-26; "Over in the
Meadow", pp. 137-142 (poem).
j
Knox, Warren and others, The Wonderworld of Science II , New
York: (Charles Scribner's and Sons, ; "Animals and
Their Fbod", pp. 7-36; "Animals and Their Babies", pp. Ill
13'^; "Useful and Harmful Animals", pp. 137-152*
McCrory, Mae, Man * s Animal Helpers , Unit- Study Book , #206 ,
(New York, American Education Press, 19^0); 56 pp.
McCrory, Mae, Where Animals Live
.
Unit- Study Book #251
.






Our Animal Books II, A Series
in Humane Education, (D. C. Heath and Co., 1937T. 184 pp,
Slootmacher, Wllhelmina, Early Man and the Animals , Unit- Study
Book #252 , (American Education Press, 1940) . 36 pp.
Smith, Jeannette, Animals and Their Babies
, Uni t~ Study Book
#208, (American Education Press, 1938). 36 pp.
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READING MTERIALS TO ACCOMPANY MORE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, UNIT :
To supplement individual stories:
"Aunt Susan's Clock", pp. 15^-159.
Horn. Ernest and Q-. M. Shields, Making; New Friends, (G-inn
and Co., 1940); "Telling Time", pp. 170-178.
The pupil could make a clock with movable hands (using
cardboard and a brass fastener) • He could hang it in
the front of the room and change the hands as he
progresses with the story.
O'Donnell, Mabel and A. Carey, Friendly Village, Alice and
Jerry Books. Reading; Foundation Series II. Evanston,
Illinois: (Row Peterson and Company, 193^); "A Fseling
in Your Bones", pp. 38-64. This very amusing story of
a mischievous goat is timed in the book and could be
told as suggested above.
"Billy Works Too", pp. 160-166.
Harris, Julia M. .Making; Visits, Child Development Readers 3
(Houghton Mifflin, 1939); "The Triplets and the Milk
Cart", pp. 136-141.
"Molly Plays a Joke", pp. 167-173.
Smith, Nila B. and others. The World Around Us, Unit-
Activity Readers II, (Silver Burdett, 1938); "A House
of Paper", pp. 217-220.
Although the content has no connection, the story of
the wasp's nest could be told as a Joke. Interest
could be kept alive all day by telling the class the
child is going to play a Joke on them.
Hale, Helen. Let's Make a House, Yonkers. New York: (World
Book Company, 1941), pp. 1-99.
"Tommy's Pumpkin", pp. 174-179.
Freeman, F. N. , and others, Child-Story Readers II, (Lyons









ghees and Places , The ^uinlan Readers I
(Allyn and Bacon, 1940) ; "Story of Wheat'*, pp. 5^-56;
"Small G-rain", pp. 64-71*
McCrory, Mae, Ll fe on the Fhrm . Unit- Study Book #213 « New
York: (American Education Press, 1939;. 32 pp.
?or a unit on homes:
Hale, Helen, Let * s Make a Home
.
Yonkers, New York: (World Book
Company, 1941) . 99 pp. D
Describes in words and pictures the steps in building a
house with wood frame and cardboard side in which the
children can play. It also Includes ‘furniture suggestions.
Horowitz, Caroline, A Child * s Treasury of Thlngs-eto-Do . New
York: (Hart Publishing Company, 1945T; **Shoe-Box Cradle",
p. 31; "Table Playhouse", p. 34; "Playing House", p. 38;
"Double-Decker Doll Bed", pp. 64-65*
Neal, Elma and 0. P. Storm, The Open Door Second Header .
(MacMillan, 1929) ; "The New House", pp. 1-11.
Describes the work of carpenters, masons, plumbers, etc.
in house-building.
For a unit on gardening :





Yoakam, Gerald and others. Stories We Like
.
Laldlaw Basic
Readers II, (Laldlaw Brothers, 1940); "The School Garden",
pp. 104-191; "The Song of the Seeds" (poem), p. 192.
For plant and seed experiments :





(Ginn and Company, 1932) ; Learning about
Plants"
, pp. 71-94.
Edwards, Paul and J. W. Sherman, The Outdoor Playhouse
, Nature
Activity Readers II , Boston: (Little Brown and Company,
1931 ) ; became of the Seeds", pp. 15-22; "Magic in






















Ft>r a unit on stores t
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Horowitz, Caroline, A Child’s Treasury of ThinRS-to-Do , New
York: (Hart Publishing Company, 19457 ; "Let ' s Play Store
pp. 36-37.
Neal, Elma and 0. P. Storm, The Open Door II , (MacMillan,
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READING MATERIAL TO ACCOMPANY
THE STORYBOOK UNITS OF FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS AND MORE FRIENDS
AND NEIGHBORS
(With a few exceptions no attempt is made to list stories for
telling or dramatization as such stories are found in so many
books that it is best for the teacher to make her own list from
books available to her.)
Gates, Arthur I. and M. 3. Huber, New York: (MacMillan Co., 193b]
"The Elves and the Shoe maker", pp. 100-109; Suggestions for
dramatizing, pp. 110-111.
Horn, Ernest and G. M. Shields, Makinp; New Friends
.
(Ginn and
Company, 1940); "How to Take Care of Books pp. 60-64;





The sLuinlan Readers II ,
(Allyn and Bacon, 1940 ); "Making a Library", pp. 130-132
!
(orange crates); "Ways to Make Money", 133; "Money for Books’




jSmlth, Nila B., Round A Pout You . Unit-Activity Reader II .
I
(Silver Burdett, 1935) ; "The Second ^rade Library", pp. 94-
j
101. (Shelves, chairs, money for books.)
i




, (Silver Burdett, 193b) ; A Visit to the Library",
pp. 94-99; "How to Use the Library", pp. 102-103.
Yowell, Stella, Robert * s School, (wheeler Publishing Company,
Chicago, 1934 ) ; "The Library", pp. 8-13; "The Library
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One of the simplest ways for the gifted child to present
the results of his reading to the class is to prepare illustrates
booklets with written subtitles. Several pieces of paper,
folded together, written and Illustrated, and then stapled make
a very simple and easy booklet* More elaborate booklets can be
made by sewing, punching holes and tying with ribbon, using
Bonstructlon paper for covers, etc. The child might wish to
ake a large scrapbook of manila paper and paste stories and
pi ctures into it as he prepares them.
Bulletin Board
Single large pictures with subtitles, charts, and posters
ay be prepared and posted. If the children bring in pictures
f animals or birds during such studies, the bright pupil might
rite a short summary of his research to post with the picture.
ovles
:
The simplest movie consists merely of a series of
ictures (with or without subtitles) on pieces of arithmetic
aper. The papers are pasted end-to-end in one long strip with
blank piece at either end. Two pencils stuck through holes in
ither end of a box provide the rollers. The reels may be
hanged readily by pasting the blank ends onto the. pencils and
earing the paper to remove them.
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Cardboard or clay stand-up figures may be used to
illustrate a story or to show community helpers, buildings,
vehicles, animals, etc. The peep-shows are merely stand-up
figures in a covered box with a small peephole for the children
to loo.k In.
The House That Jack Built Technique
This form of writing and Illustration could be used
either In a booklet or movie or chart. It is adaptable to
stories about helpers such as "This Is the man who brings the
milk", "This Is the man who brings our mall", etc. or to trace
the sources of common materials as "This Is the milk that Jack
has for breakfast", "This is the man who brought the milk that
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